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Project Baselines



Common Problems





▰Lack of clear goals

▰Scope creep

▰Lack of communication

▰Budgeting issues

▰Schedule control

▰Activity Monitoring

▰Accountability ambiguity

▰Risk control

▰Stakeholder Management

▰Change Control

Common problems 



Lack of clear goals

▰ Lack of project goals - Achieving a desired outcome 

(performance goal) at a specific end date (time goal) 

employing a specific amount of resources (resource goal). 

▰To be used as a measure for goal achievement, performance 

goals must be clearly formulated and the degree of 

accomplishment verifiable.



Lack of clear goals



Scope creep

▰ Scope creep is a natural and expected phenomenon for any 

project. There are times when it can be beneficial but mostly 

the cons outweigh the pros.

▰ Scope creep is defined as a subtle deviation of the project 

from the original scope through the addition of new features.



Scope creep - Countermeasures

▰Be proactive

▰Prioritize your tasks

▰Put a price on it

▰Use technology

▰Learn to say no



Lack of Communication

▰ Effective communication in project management is extremely 

important for a successful project.

▰Miscommunication is also dangerous for project teams 

because it affects their teamwork.



Use a Communications Plan



Budgeting Issues

▰ Most managers consider financial issues as one of the biggest 

hurdles in effective project management. 

▰A study in 2020 revealed that >50% of managers report costs 

as the biggest project management challenge they face.



Budget Issues- Countermeasures

▰Budget correctly to begin with 

▰Capture costs correctly

▰Monitor using EVA

▰Review and Report costs frequently. 



Project Budget – Use the WBS



WBS



Project Budget Tracking



The amount of work that should have been done by a particular date is 
the Planned Value (PV). ( Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled ) 

Earned Value Analysis



The Actual Cost (AC) is the sum of the amounts actually spent on the 
items done at a point in time. 

Earned Value Analysis



The budgeted cost of work performed (BCWP) is the budgeted cost of 
work scheduled that has been done. 

If you sum the BCWP values up to that point in the project schedule, 
you have the Earned Value (EV).

Earned Value Analysis



The Planned Value ( PV ) = Budgeted Cost of Work Scheduled

The Actual cost ( AC )

The Earned value ( EV ) = Budgeted Cost of Work Performed

Earned Value Analysis



Project Budget Reporting



The difference between the earned value (EV) and the actual cost (AC) 
is the cost variance (CV). 

Expressed as a formula, CV = EV – AC. 

A positive CV indicates the project is under budget.

Earned Value Analysis



The ratio of earned value to planned value gives an indication of how 
much of the project is completed. 

The ratio of the earned value to the actual cost is the cost performance 
index (CPI). The formula is CPI = EV/AC.

Earned Value Analysis



Schedule Control 

▰Schedule Management

▰Budget correctly using WBS

▰Track progress through TL reporting structures

▰Monitor using EVA



WBS



Schedule Control 



Project Activties





The difference between planned and actual progress is the variance. 

The schedule variance (SV) is the difference between the earned value 
(EV) and the planned value (PV). 

Expressed as a formula, SV = EV − PV. 

If less value has been earned than was planned, the schedule variance 
is negative, which means the project is behind schedule

Earned Value Analysis



This ratio is the schedule performance index (SPI). 

The formula is SPI = EV/PV. 

An SPI value less than 1 indicates the project is behind schedule.

Earned Value Analysis



Team Skills Issues 

▰ A chain is as strong as its weakest link and in the case of 

project teams, performance highly depends on their individual 

skill levels.



Project  RACI ( S ) 



Risk Control

▰Identify Risks

▰Evaluate Risks

▰Record Risks

▰Select Risk management strategy

▰Track Risk responses



Project Risk Log



Project RAID Log



Stakeholders

▰Anyone impacted during the project

▰Anyone impacted once the project completes

▰Anyone who perceives themselves to be impacted



Stakeholders

▰Identify all potential stakeholders

▰Evaluate all stakeholders in terms of

▰Power  / Interest / Proximity

▰Arrange on P.I. Grid

▰Devise stakeholder comms strategy



Stakeholders Management 



Change Control

▰ Record Change requests

▰ Evaluate change impacts

▰ Cost it

▰ Obtain Stakeholder buy in

▰ Accept or deny the change

▰ Integrate and track



Project Change Log




